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Double Fill ups 
Directions (Q. Nos. 1-195) The following questions have two blanks, each blank indicating that 

something has been omitted. Choose the set of words for each blank that best fits the meaning of the 

sentence as a whole. 

 

1. Owners of private hostels located in residential areas are not only.......taxes, but are also functioning 

whimically in the.....of any regulatory body.  

(a) avoiding; front                (b) paying; presence           (c) checking; dearth  

(d) evading; absence            (e) destroying; life 

 

2. Contractors across the state have......to stop work on the scheme after the Minister failed to given them 

concrete ……. of timely payment.  

(a) thought; prove                 (b) decided; assurance               (c) wished; demand  

(d) started; guarantee            (e) determined; promise 

 

3. Every third person visiting a doctor happens to...... from a clinical or psychological disorder ....... with 

temblors. 

(a) ail; regarding               (b) sick; related            (c) suffer; associated  

(d) agonise; respect          (e) experience; connected 

 

4. ……… makes the actress' trip to the country different this year is that she is ...... to raise funds for the 

biopic of a literary icon.  

(a) It; aiming      (b) Which; trying            (c) This; attempting        (d) What; looking(e)  How; waiting 

 

5. ……… it out in vehicles while remaining stuck in a traffic snarl for hours, has become a......matter for 

commuters. 

(a) Sweating; routine              (b) Waiting; everyday          (c) Thinking; regular  

(d) Harrowing; habitual          (e) Fretting; practice 

 

6. Three unknown assailants ......... on motorcycles and opened ......... barely a few metres from where the 

actor was shooting.  

(a) came; shooting     (b) rode; rounds      (c) arrived; fire     (d) approached; hitting(e) climbed; shots 

 

7. The police ......... in ......... a car theft case within a matter of two hours of registration of the complaint. 

(a) achieved; solving               (b) victorious; catching              (c) famed; arresting  

(d) succeeded; cracking          (e) failed; assigning 

 

8. The health ministry has approved major expansion of post-graduate seats in key departments of AIIMS 

to .........the severe.........of specialists across the country. 

(a) address; dearth    (b) correct; loss      (c) improve; damage     (d) rectify; limits(e) good; shortage 
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9. With the ......... wedding season, people are leaving no stone unturned to make their wedding cards. 

(a) prolonged; beyond            (b) ongoing; special         (c) instant; great       (d) sudden; while 

(e) estimated; legible 

 

 

10. The tourism data.........that Indians are.........the biggest spenders while on holidays.  

(a) says; within          (b) reveal; amongst            (c) proclaims; between    (d) states; surrounded 

(e) speaks; amid 

 

11. Young people may be......the ability to read emotions, as digital devices such as smartphones are ...... 

their face-to-face social skills.  

(a) faking; hiding           (b) affecting; stopping        (c) losing; limiting     (d) failing; hindering 

(e) mastering; providing 

 

12........ are  the days  when consumers  were passive passengers with little or.......choice over the design of 

the product.  

(a) Went; less           (b) Past; much      (c) Gone; no    (d) Extinct; nil            (e) Lost; so 

 

13. Researchers......that eating less meat would help in...... water resources in dry areas around the world. 

 (a) opine; conserve         (b) said; procuring       (c) suggest; removing       (d) prove; store 

(e) believe; preserving 

 

14. The government is ...... on launching a system to strictly monitor......of industrial wastes. 

(a) keen; treatment            (b) thinking; capturing               (c) contemplating; cure  

(d) interested; disposal      (e) eager; healing 

 

15. Scientists, from across the country, have......emphasis on the need to take immediate steps to......the 

issue of climate change.  

(a) placed; stop        (b) paid; halt      (c) given; hold       (d) laid; address        (e) put; clear 

 

16. A plethora of cultural talent ......... the spectators busy at a talent hunt programme where students from 

various colleges get together to ......... their mettle in various contests.  

(a) tried; show           (b) kept; prove          (c) baught; puzzle           (d) held; learn(e) made; sharpen 

 

17. The.........of Chinese plastic thread should be banned as it  .........thousands of birds every year during 

the kite flying season.  

(a) sale; cripples        (b) sell; kills       (c) sale; disturbs        (d) sell; disables        (e) sale; saves 

 

18. Harish.........with me some basic techniques that one can .........at home without even owning a drumset. 
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(a) made; shred       (b) imparted; try          (c) learned; balance         (d) fits; rehearses 

(e) shared; practise 

 

19. In the present case, the facts clearly.........that the required reasonable degree of care and caution was 

not .........by hospital in the treatment of the patient. 

(a) reflect; compressed            (b) fix; advancement            (c) show; proceeded  

(d) observe; considered           (e) indicate; taken 

 

20. Students from the Middle East and the African countries have.........been.........contributors to the pool 

of foreign students in the university.  

(a) traditionally; major               (b) conservatively; crucial             (c) suprisingly; most  

(d) intutively; salient                  (e) annually; lucid 

 

21. The minister.........about various.........being provided by officials for the pilgrims including direction 

wise colour coded passenger enclosures.  

(a) ceased; functions           (b) enquired; facilities       (c) relied; opportunities   (d) shy; evidence 

(e) asked; deity 

 

22. It is ......... to drive in the evening and night when the ......... of accidents looms large due to non-

functional streetlights.  

(a) juvenile; planning    (b) easy; risk     (c) instinctive; fame     (d) difficult; threat(e) natural; feature 

 

23. An overcast sky made Sunday less than ......... for city residents, who going by weather experts have 

more in .........  

(a) difficult; fate       (b) perfect; store     (c) holiday; sky    (d) dream; sharing     (e) steady; frame 

 

24. Many teachers.........the lack of professional freedom as the .........for leaving the job.  

(a) cited; reason         (b) explained; force       (c) claimed; understanding     (d) argued; culprit 

(e) believe; ground 

 

25. Skeptics would not.........that the Earth actually moves, let alone that it.........around the Sun.  

(a) permit; orbits          (b) accept; revolves          (c) experience; circles         (d) assume; went 

(e) challenge; spins 

 

26. Forest department officials said that when the elephants were made to ......... from their trucks they 

went straight to the spot where they had been ......... during the camp. 

(a) jump; killed         (b) alight; tied            (c) enter; hurt         (d) step; played 

(e) exit; enjoyed 

 

27. Excise officials seized pouches of whisky ......... a bus travelling.........Maharashtra.       

(a) from; to      (b) in; for     (c) for; towards    (d) inside; on            (e) through; till 

 

23. Organisations.........for the victims.........the inhuman and unjust attitude of the government.  

(a) fighting; applauded            (b) lobbying; supported            (c) working; condemned  
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(d) stand; opposed                   (e) trying; spoke 

 

29. A collision between two buses.........6 people dead, ......... the driver of one of the buses.         

(a) made; also           (b) left; including          (c) caused; combined           (d) resulted; except 

(e) got; surpassing 

 

30. The court.........revenue authorities and PCB officials to ......... teams and visit pharma units. 

(a) directed; form             (b) announced; arrange        (c) commanded; display      (d) ruled; make 

(e) told; carve 

 

31. The protests were.........at.........awareness among the elite and the educated.  

(a) held; generating        (b) aimed; creating        (c) targeted; awakening      (d) focused; building 

(e) concentrated; producing 

 

 

32. While it is ......... possible to inflation-index cash entitlements and food stamps, the.........nature of food 

prices would make it a more difficult process than envisaged.  

(a) theoretically; volatile            (b) absolutely; stable           (c) hypothetically; slow  

(d) not; unpredictable                  (e) notionally; established 

 

33. The actress is.........that she has not only acted opposite her childhood hero, but has also.........out a 

song and recited a poem onstage with the living legend. 

(a) overjoyed; belted           (b) morose; sung         (c) fantastic; written       (d) tense; prepared 

(e) elated; made 

 

34.......... to popular belief that red meat makes humans .........scientists have found that it actually has a 

calming effect.  

(a) Dissimilar; happy            (b) Opposite; intelligent          (c) Contrary; aggressive  

(d) Comparable; hostile        (e) Sticking; violent 

 

35..........an earlier judgement, the High Court has directed the State Government to identify natural water 

resources in the state and.........all illegal encroachments on them. 

(a) Remembering; establish           (b) Citing; remove           (c) Cancelling; build  

(d) Quoting; destroying                  (e) Furthering; maintain 

 

36. Behaving in a......... and serious way, even in a......... situation; makes people respect you.  

(a) calm; difficult           (b) steady; angry          (c) flamboyant; tricky       (d) cool; astounding 

(e) silly; sound 

 

37. Along with a sharp rise in ......... a recession would eventually result in more men, women and children 

living in.........  

(a) crime; apathy             (b) fatalities; poor        (c) deaths; slums     (d) unemployment; poverty 

(e) migrations; streets 
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38. The government has.........to provide financial aid to the ones.........by severe floods in the city.  

(a) desired; troubled            (b) promised; havoc         (c) failed; affected      (d) wanted; struck 

(e) decided; ill 

 

39. An airplane with ......... passengers on board made an unscheduled,.........as the airport to which it was 

heading was covered with thick fog.  

(a) irritable; slip         (b) faulty; stop           (c) variety; halt         (d) tons; wait 

(e) numerous; landing 

 

40. Deemed universities ......... huge fees, but have not been successful in providing ......... education to our 

Students.  

(a) collect; maintaining           (b) pay; belted         (c) ask; good           (d) charge; quality 

(e) demand; quantitative 

 

41. The actress'.........from a chilled-out girl off screen to an intense actor on screen in just a few minutes is 

......... amazing.  

(a) change; improperly          (b) revolution; just            (c) transformation; simply       

(d) adjustment; really            (e) renovation; truthfully 

 

42. Considering the ......... of the city to chemical and industrial disasters, the state disaster management 

authority has decided to constitute an expert study group to analyse all possible threats and suggest.........to 

make the city 'disaster-resilient'.  

(a) vulnerability; measures            (b) propensity; sketches         (c) volatility; plans  

(d) regularity; preparations            (e) instability; maps 

 

43. Despite the collapse of efforts to legislate a climate bill, the country has ......... international negotiators 

it remains .........to reducing carbon emissions over the next 10 years. 

(a) entrusted; obligated                (b) promised; averse       (c) declared; ignorant      

(d) assured; committed                (e) pledged; attentive 

 

44. .........by other singers and musicians, the singer sang his heart out and even.........the young newcomers 

during their act.  

(a) Helped; smiled                 (b) Accompanied; cheered                (c) Created; judged                 

(d) Stopped; applauded          (e) Assisted; greeted 

 

45. The health officials were told to ......... the medical practitioners about the treatment and immediate 

medical .........to be given to swine flu patients,  

(a) inform; assistance          (b) enlist; backing          (c) dissuade; aid      (d) apprise; emergency 

(e) encourage; help 

 

46. The once ......... district is gradually being ......... of its green cover.  

(a) remote; eroded                     (b) arid; replenished         (c) beautiful; devoid       

(d) picturesque; depleted           (e) lush; rob 
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47. The New Year has.........in good news for city hotels as most properties are.........for the whole month. 

(a) brought; deserted              (b) ushered; packed         (c) pushed; full      (d) steered; renovating 

(e) escorted; vacant 

 

48. Much of the.........that cricket has is due to the fact it is a .........sport.  

(a) allure; lucrative             (b) criticism; controversial         (c) attraction; unpopular  

(d) flak; great                      (e) comments; unusual 

 

49. Since, foggy weather.........visibility by several metres, the railways has either partially.........or diverted 

some of the trains.  

(a) improves; started               (b) impairs; called off          (c) hampers; withdrawn 

(d) decrease; stopped              (e) reduces; cancelled 

 

50. The pilot knew she would be able to see the......lights of the city from her cockpit window, but she 

would not see the fireworks explode to welcome the new year as she would have......to cruising altitude.  

(a) few; soared                 (b) divine; escalate      (c) glistening; jumped      (d) shining; reached 

(e) glittering; climbed 

 

51. .........is China the world's most populous country, with nearly   1.3  billion   people,   it  is  also   the 

world's fastest-growing economy, ......... more than fourfold every' year.  

(a) Not only; expanding                  (b) Merely; developing             (c) Hardly; growing  

(d) Surprisingly; flourishing           (e) An example; evolving 

 

52. Bangalore has ......... beyond recognition into an IT propelled metropolis from a laid back city that 

it......... 

(a) changed; is                           (b) developed; should be              (c) constructed; used to be       

(d) progressed; claims to be       (e) morphed; once was 

 

53. While the agricultural evolution.........the Earth's surface, the Industrial Revolution is changing the 

Earth's.......... 

(a) changed; as well                   (b) suffered; air             (c) benefited; condition 

(d) transformed; atmosphere      (e) predicted; circumstances 

 

54. The findings of a recent study to ......... the factors which influence successful primary school 

completion ......... that extreme poverty is responsible for 90% of the school drop out cases.      

(a) study; proves            (b) establish; examine             (c) construct; show   (d) explore; reveal 

(e) reveal; object to 

 

55. ......... the concept of environmentally sustainable development.........a quarter century ago, there is not 

a single country today which has a strategy to build an eco-economy.  

(a) Even though; built             (b) Although; evolved               (c) Besides; took shape  

(d) After; still                          (e) Though; created 
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56. Centre should, ......... ministries whose functions......... with the state ministries to save money, deliver 

efficiency and avoid duplication of work. 

(a) finish; differ              (b) establish; contradict            (c) constitute; matches  

(d) abolish; overlap        (e) block; vary 

 

57. Many people ......... genetically modified food, but the reality is that all the food that we eat has been 

genetically modified naturally by thousands of years of......... 

(a) praise; manipulation               (b) grow; mismanagement          (c) criticise; farming  

(d) avoid; experience                   (e) condemn; abuse 

 

58. Given that only 7% of the country's labour force is in the organised   sector,   training   options ......... 

for the unorganised sectors should also be.......... 

(a) available; enhanced            (b) absent; improved             (c) lacking; sustained  

(d) existing; restricted              (e) offered; limited 

 

59. Government unities and participation of many industrial houses in ......... loans to the villagers have led 

to the ......... of the farmers.  

(a) providing; plight                  (b) disbursing; betterment         (c) denying; revitalisation        

(d) subsidising; suffering           (e) taking; advancement 

 

60. Indians will ......... one-fourth of total work force in the next 5 years but India needs to introspect 

whether its education system  is ......... for these demographic dividends.  

(a) become; adequate             (b) consist; incompetent           (c) constitute; unequipped       

(d) represent; sound               (e) comprise; prepared 

 

61. After.........payrolls and tightening perks to cope with the economic slowdown last year, software 

companies are finding  that  a  rising  number  of  engineering and management graduates are transferring 

their, ......... to vocations such as manufacturing and banking. 

(a) trimming; loyalties            (b) reducing; accounts              (c) hiking; services  

(d) increased; affections         (e) dropped; potentials 

 

62. It is very important to.........that when the swine flu virus enters a human body, it takes a minimum of 

one day to a maximum of 8 days for the disease to develop.......... 

(a) gauge; extensively   (b) ascertain; further     (c) understand; fully (d) verify; remarkably    (e) fathom; 

clearly 

 

 

63. Scientists, working to save the Earth, have ...... 'dry water' that soaks carbon three times better than 

water, and hence helps.........global warming. 

(a) aided; cut             (b) created; combat          (c) built; stop          (d) produced; increase 

(e) invented; monitoring 

 

64. The first round of the contest had the students ......... themselves and.........about their hobbies. 

(a) introducing; talking                 (b) sensitising; sketching             (c) showcasing; planning         
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(d) acclimatising; mentioning      (e) gearing; chalking 

 

65. The versity's poll process for.........of new candidates has .........poor response with only ten thousand 

applications being received till date.  

(a) entrusting; seen                 (b) registration; evoked          (c) entrance; made    

(d) admission; made               (e) experimenting; generated 

 

66. Adding to a growing body of research.........cutting back on sweetened beverages it is now found that 

drinking .........sugary drinks may help lower blood pressure. 

(a) for; all            (b) sustaining; increased           (c) against; lesser         (d) behind; more 

(e) supporting; fewer 

 

67. The blame game for the air tragedy is already in full......... with the authorities involved making 

attempts to,......... for themselves.  

(a) sway; defend           (b) view; try     (c) fledged; protect    (d) swing; cover(e) roll, hide 

 

68. The actress, wearing a dark grey suit and open necked shirt,   at ......... the proceedings looking nervous 

throughout, occasionally frowning as her lawyer ......... with the judge.  

(a) through; spoke            (b) on; argued         (c) for; addressed          (d) with; discussed 

(e) alone; lectured 

 

69. It was an excellent social evening with people from all ......... of life getting ......... a chance to let their 

hair..........  

(a) areas; drop           (b) realms; flow         (c) arena; undone          (d) walks; down 

(e) types; loose 

 

70. There can be no denying the fact that in sports, star coaches have the.........to get something extra out 

of their.......... 

(a) apprehension; work           (b) ability; teams          (c) fear; member       (d) capability; house 

(e) desirous; players 

 

71. We can feel morally ......... when someone insults us as long as we do not .................. upon those 

feelings by burning down houses.  

(a) challenged; stand   (b) outraged; act (c) bound; build (d) obliged; think(e) violated; harp 

 

72. Human beings are biological ......... they need to be grounded in time and place or else they 

come.......... 

(a) things; forward           (b) souls; back           (c) organisms; unhinged      (d) features; undone 

(e) creatures; again 

 

73. ..........their golden years of love and togetherness, the couple ......... all their guests at their 50th 

wedding anniversary.  

(a) Celebrating; welcomed                (b) Remembering; asked          (c) Rejoicing; promised 

(d) Commemorating; brought           (e) Observing; greeted 
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74. Since, it does not have the.........to do anything beyond sending out notices, the corporation has now 

decided to take steps to attach movable properties such as cars so that people take the notices more......... 

(a) authority; appropriately           (b) influence; justly          (c) guts; sincerely 

(d) pressure; gravely                     (e) power; seriously 

 

75. A new law has been passed stating that no actor would be allowed to shoot beyond twelve hours in a 

day and those who.........this norm would henceforth be.........for it. 

(a) followed; punished            (b) accompanied; reprimanded            (c) flouted; penalized 

(d) defied; applauded              (e) obeyed; disciplined 

 

76. Liberalisation has removed all the legal......... and......... floodgates to multinational companies.  

(a) hurdles; awarded             (b) barriers; opened            (c) obstacles; guarded  

(d) manipulation; closed       (e) battles; threw 

 

77. The.........on some of the towns has created.........among the residents of the other parts of the country. 

(a) attack; ambition              (b) raid; awareness           (c) bombardment; panic  

(d) spell; satisfaction            (e) shower; dampness 

 

78. .........to the popular belief that every astrologer nurtures blind faith in fate, our astrologer believes 

in.......... 

(a) Contrary; action               (b) According; thoughts              (c) Bowing; present  

(d) Proving; forecasting        (e) Pointing; devotion 

 

79. His ........ has yielded him the.........fruit. 

(a) fate; undesirable               (b) efforts; unwanted        (c) action; viable  

(d) perseverance; desired       (e) emphasis; expected 

 

80. His ......... contribution to the Tsunami relief fund was, .........by his staff members.  

(a) meagre; admired                (b) spontaneous; nullified            (c) negligible; sanctioned         

(d) noteworthy; improved       (e) generous; appreciated 

 

81. He went to the library.........to find that it was closed. 

(a) seldom        (b) never             (c) only           (d) solely 

 

82. The ties that bind us together in common activity are so ......... that they can disappear at any moment. 

(a) tentative          (b) tenuous            (c) consistent             (d) restrictive 

 

83. Her reaction to his proposal was........., She rejected it .........  

(a) inevitable; vehemently                 (b) subtle; violently           (c) clever; abruptly (d) sympathetic; 

angrily 

 

84. His ......... directions misled us we did not know which of the two roads to take.  

(a) complicated             (b) ambiguous           (c) narrow              (d) fantastic 
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85. It would be difficult for one so.........to believe that all men are equal irrespective of caste, race and 

religion. 

(a) emotional             (b) democratic           (c) intolerant            (d) liberal 

 

86. As the boat........., all those on board fortunately managed to reach the bank of the river.........with the 

help of the life boats.  

(a) capsized; drowned                (b) fell; harmlessly            (c) dropped; uninjured  

(d) deceased; unhurt                   (e) sank; safely 

 

87. Ashima.........her team with a lot of skill and the......... increase in the sales by the team is a measure of 

her success. 

(a) dominates; poor            (b) condemns; sudden               (c) manages; significant  

(d) directs; worthless          (e) overpowers; exceptional 

 

88. On being asked for the passport, he.........to his dismay that he had.........to bring it along with him to 

the airport. 

(a) shocked; failed               (b) realised; forgotten              (c) pleaded; neglected  

(d) understood; lost             (e) recognised; missed 

 

89. Helen quickly ......... the career ladder and is now the ......... managing  director,   the  company  has 

ever appointed.  

(a) jumped; shortest                (b) entered; oldest             (c) started; junior most  

(d) climbed; youngest             (e) ascended; inexperienced 

 

90. A famous economist says that the government should do more to .........jobs in order to curb the ......... 

rate of unemployment.  

(a) create; rising             (b) need; increasing        (c) employ; high           (d) invent; growing 

(e) generate; slowing 

 

91. The petitioner had.........an immediate stay from the court on allotment of the flats till.........of 

investigation into the alleged irregularities.  

(a) asked; process             (b) sought; completion              (c) propagated; finish  

(d) demanded; course       (e) granted; end 

 

92. Modern music doesn't lend.........to longevity, sometimes it is hard even to remember what the biggest 

hit from a ......... of years ago was.  

(a) itself; couple              (b) much; few             (c) money; some          (d) matter; spatter 

(e) substance; variety 

 

93. Opportunities ......... when they are seized and ......... when they are not.  

(a) gather; evade               (b) needed; reflect            (c) create; disperse         (d) shout; calm 

(e) multiply; die 
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94. At the sound of the bell we are.........to pause, relax our body  become gently ......... of our in-breath 

and out-breath..  

(a) asked; thoughtless   (b) requested; wishful   (c) invited; aware (d) forced; meaningful    (e) braced; 

calm 

 

 

95. .........to listen to the sounds of nature, we find that we can afterwards carry on with whatever we were 

doing in a more.........and loving way.  

(a) Feeling; helpful   (b) Waiting; rough  (c) Dreaming; dramatic (d) Pausing; attentive   (e) Hurting; 

creative 

 

96. The organisation ......... to popularise Indian classical music among the youth which has lost ......... with 

its cultural roots.  

(a) endeavours; touch  (b) wishes; interest  (c) efforts; experience (d) exerts; intrigue(e) need; relation 

 

97. One of the major critiques of the examination system is that it ......... to a spirit of ......... competition 

among the students.  

(a) results; defective  (b) accompanies; adequate  (c) develops; intense d) takes; severe   (e) leads; 

unhealthy 

 

98. Auroras are natural light displays in the sky, usually......... at night,.........in the Polar regions.       

(a) watch; upward  (b) noticed; peculiar   (c) observed; only (d) found; most         (e) follows; mainly 

 

99. After the board examinations, students are.........up for the various entrance examinations.........for next 

month. 

(a) ready; timed  (b) gearing; scheduled (c) prepared; programmed    d) set; duration                (e) geared; 

kept 

 

100. The governmental.........spurred dramatic improvements in the way waste management is ......... out in 

many hospitals.  

(a) rule; thrown                (b) plans; conduct          (c) crusade; done          (d) efforts; carried 

(e) venture; disposed 

 

101. Many teachers.........the lack of professional freedom as the.........for leaving the job.  

(a) cited; reason                (b) explained; force               (c) claimed; understanding      

(d) argued; culprit             (e) believe; ground 

 

102. Skeptics would not.........that the Earth actually moves, let alone that it.........around the Sun.  

(a) permit; orbits             (b) accept; revolves         (c) experience; circles         (d) assume; went 

(e) challenge; spins 

 

103. Unpredictable ......... of the child could not lead the consultants to any..........  

(a) performance; setting              (b) belief; judgement               (c) operation; purpose  

(d) behaviour; conclusion           (e) react; decision 
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104. A public servant who is guilty will not.........punishment and no.........person will be punished.  

(a) be; sincere               (b) flee; guilty              (c) defend; common          (d) avoid; uninformed 

(e) escape; innocent 

 

105. Few professions can.........the sheer variety and constant .........of being a doctor.  

(a) like; struggle         (b) share; enthusiast         (c) match; challenge          (d) draw; work-load 

(e) justify; exception 

 

 

106. The teacher must......... the unique style of a learner in order to.........it to the desired knowledge. 

(a) advocate; direct           (b) perpetuate; develop              (c) appreciate; focus  

(d) absorb; maintain         (e) discover; harness 

 

107. Not all countries benefit.........from liberalisation. The benefits tend to.........first to the advantaged and 

to those with the right education to be able to benefit from the opportunities presented.  

(a) equally; generate                (b) richly; downgrade           (c) suitably; ascribe  

(d) uniformly; percolate          (e) Judiciously; facilitate 

 

108. He has.........sense of words. Therefore, the sentence he constructs are always.........with rich meaning. 

(a) profound; pregnant            (b) distinguished; loaded              (c) terrific; tempted  

(d) meaningful; full                 (e) outstanding; consistent 

 

109. He was an.........musician, had been awarded the George Medal during the Second World War and 

.........with the title of Rai Bahadur.  

(a) outstanding; popularise             (b) underestimated; declared         (c) accomplished; honoured    (d) 

impressive; assigned                 (e) obdurate; proclaimed 

 

110. Whether it be shallow or not, commitment is the........., the bedrock of any.........loving relationship. 

(a) expression; perfunctory             (b) foundation; genuinely           (c) manifestation; deep 

(d) key; alarmingly                         (e) basis; absorbing 

 

111. To avoid.........there is a need for.........planning of the project.  

(a) cancellation; broad                        (b) problem; deliberate             (c) pitfalls; systematic  

(d) inconvenience; convenient           (e) losses; temporary 

 

112. A good management will decide not only the ......... for equipment but also its.........for deciding 

priorities. 

(a) need; urgency               (b) usefulness; utility      (c) cost; value    (d) requirement; necessities 

(e) technology; methodology 

 

113. .........appears to be a small error in the beginning may turn out to be a.........in the long run. 

(a) It; disaster            (b) What; blunder            (c) That; debacle               (d) It; slip 
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(e) What; incident 

 

114. Being very ......... in nature, he always uses his ......... skills.  

(a) adamant; soft                 (b) polite; basic               (c) humble; experimental         

(d) pushy; persuasive          (e) mild; aggressive 

 

115. Demand and supply do not.........the same relationship as the one that.........between height and 

weight. 

(a) possess; has            (b) incur; is            (c) defend; volunteers           (d) bear; borne 

(e) have; exists 

 

116. If the system.........to yield the desired result, try to......... the whole procedure in the given sequence. 

(a) entitles; dump             (b) ignores; reproduce       (c) fails; reoperate     (d) imitates; generate 

(e) equips; encompass 

 

117. He is so.........in his approach that not a single point ever .........his attention.  

(a) meticulous; escapes             (b) casual; erodes              (c) fanatic; brings  

(d) deliberate; attracts               (e) nasty; coincides 

 

118. Generally, ......... students.........those who are mediocre. 

(a) humble; surmount                (b) meritorious; surpass              (c) bright; overestimate  

(d) intelligent; surrender            (e) studious; respect 

 

119. .........and.........should not be tolerated in our country which boasts of ‘Ahimsa' as its way of life. 

(a) Politicking; elections             (b) Dishonour; efficiency        (c) Lethargy; procrastination   

(d) Nepotism; selfishness            (e) Hatred; violence 

 

120. He.........a wrong act because it was.........for him to do so due to circumstantial forces. 

(a) compelled; necessary             (b) refused; dangerous              (c) did; avoidable  

(d) committed; inevitable            (e) simplified; harmful 

 

121.......... the activities of moneylenders could have an adverse impact on those who.........access to bank 

credit. 

(a) encouraging; enjoying                (b) permitting; denied             (c) confining; entitled  

(d) promoting; benefit                      (e) curbing; lack 

 

122. The budget announced substantial ......... of ......... to critical sectors like education and healthcare. 

(a) expenditure; capital               (b) sanction; initiative             (c) allotment; security  

(d) disbursement; investment      (e) allocation; resources 

 

123. The government has decided not to make any.........changes in the country's tax.........  

(a) sweeping; regime               (b) transparent; hike               (c) drastically; net  

(d) constitutional; revenue       (e) existing; structure 
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124. The RBI has.........a statement that the implementation of KYC norms should not lead to the denial of 

banking......... to customers.  

(a) released; asset              (b) issued; services          (c) drafted; clearing       (d) made; tariff 

(e) notified; transaction 

 

125. The new scheme.........all persons with disabilities defined .........the Disabilities Act.  

(a) discriminates; according            (b) recognises; beneath              (c) profits; within  

(d) covers; under                              (e) promises; by 

 

126. The news about the bank.........threw the financial market into a..........  

(a) safety; upheaval       (b) cheating; confidence     (c) robbery; suspicion (d) fraud; turmoil 

 

127. The Western society is known for its.........whereas Indian society is.........  

(a) conservatism; strict               (b) permissiveness; restrictive 

(c) activeness; impassive           (d) waywardness; submissive 

 

128. If you carry this ......... attitude to the conference, you will ......... many supporters you   may have at 

this moment.  

(a) truculent; alienate   (b) conciliatory; defer  (c) ubiquitous; impress (d) restrictive; attract 

 

129. When I listened to his cogent arguments, all my ......... were.........and I was forced to agree with his 

point of view.  

(a) questions; unanswered                 (b) doubts; confirmed              (c) senses; stimulated  

(d) doubts; dispelled 

 

130. A number of journalists and lens men were.........by the police when they went to cover the.........drive 

of the State Government.  

(a) attacked; vacuous   (b) combated; evacuation  (c) assaulted; eviction (d) infringed; demolition 

 

131. Many people take spirituality very seriously and ......... about those who don't, worrying about them 

and......... them to believe.  

(a) think; criticising                 (b) pride; appraising                (c) rationalise; enabling  

(d) wonder; prodding               (e) ponder; venturing 

 

132. Unless new reserves are found soon, the world's supply, of coal is being ......... in such a way that 

with demand continuing, to grow at present rates, reserves will be......... by the year 2050.  

(a) consumed; completed                    (b) depleted; exhausted            (c) reduced; argument  

(d) burnt; destroyed                            (e) utilised; perished 

 

133. If you are.........you tend to respond to stressful situations, in a calm, secure, steady and.........way. 

(a) resilient; rational               (b) obdurate; manageable            (c) propitious; stable  

(d) delectable; flexible            (e) supportive; positive 
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134. Management can be defined as the process of ......... organisational goals by working with and 

through human and non-human resources to.........improve value added to the world.  

(a) getting; deliberately              (b) managing; purposefully            (c) targeting; critically  

(d) realising; dialectically           (e) reaching; continuously 

 

135. If you are an introvert, you.........to prefer working alone and, if possible, will.........towards projects 

where you can work by yourself or with as few people as possible. 

(a) like; depart   (b) advocate; move    (c) tend; gravitate  (d) express; attract(e) feel; follow 

 

136. Of all the problems that have.........human beings since the beginning of recorded history perhaps the 

most significant has been the.........of their own nature. 

(a) encountered; importance               (b) perplexed; value          (c) questioned; scope  

(d) confronted; riddle                         (e) directed; issue 

 

137. Self-concept and self-esteem are crucial to personal and professional effectiveness because if they are 

not fully .........may act in mystifying and sometimes.........ways. 

(a) positive; destructive              (b) developed; proactive            (c) nurtured; reactive  

(d) nourished; listless                 (e) devised; vulnerable 

 

138. A key factor in.........an effective and fulfilling life in our complex society is the ability to ......... 

control over our actions.  

(a) achieving; exert                (b) obtaining; energise           (c) projecting; restrain  

(d) providing; admonish        (e) expressing; withhold 

 

139. A theory is.........evaluated to the degree that its concepts ......... to themselves a verification by 

independent investigators.  

(a) critically; pertain                (b) positively; lend           (c) obviously; yield  

(d) alarmingly; introduce         (e) delightfully; submit 

 

140. It is often the.........that everyone agrees about objectives, the disagreement.........about exactly how 

they are to be achieved.  

(a) view; follows    (b) situation; talks  (c) matter; projects  (d) happening; matters(e) case; arises 

 

141. He objected to the proposal because it was founded on a .........principle and also was.........at time.    

(a) faulty; desirable               (b) imperative; reasonable            (c) wrong; inconvenient  

(d) sound; acceptable            (e) unconforming; deplorable 

 

142. The criterion for ......... a player should be his recent performance; but unfortunately, the journalists 

are......... to be carried away by earlier successes.  

(a) condemning; satisfying           (b) judging; prone              (c) revealing; reluctant  

(d) eager; acclaiming                   (e) criticising; clean 

 

143. For the last half century he.........himself to public affairs .........taking a holiday.  

(a) by; committed            (b) after; offered        (c) devoted; without          (d) sacrificed; after 
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(e) prepared; before 

 

144. You will see signs of.........everywhere, which speak well for the.........of these people.  

(a) decoration; senses             (b) clear; debris           (c) beauty; careful     (d) industry; prosperity 

(e) repairs; extravaganza 

 

145. The police arrested Ramesh on a.........of theft but for lack of evidence.........him.  

(a) crime; imprisoned              (b) punished; complaint         (c) left; condition  

(d) tip; absconding                   (e) charge; released 

 

146. More is.........of conditions of toe tribals in Maharashtra than ......... conditions of those in the other 

parts of the country.  

(a) certain; the   (b) known; of   (c) aware; of  (d) favourable; those(e) uncertain; all 

 

147. Although.........is not a very desirable feeling, we need a certain amount of it to.........well.    

(a) anxiety; exist           (b) grief; enjoy          (c) impatience; preach         (d) anger; define 

(e) jealousy; bad 

 

148. Although he is a ......... person, he occasionally loses his.........  

(a) quiet; power              (b) cheerful; grief         (c) balanced; temper        (d) thoughtful; anxiety 

(e) generous; wealth 

 

149. In a......tone, the leader made a powerful ......... to the mob.  

(a) realistic; zeal      (b) lower; conviction     (c) loud; argument (d) soft; appeal(e) pitch; statement 

 

150. The tunnel was so.........and congested, that we became .........  

(a) long; enthusiastic             (b) deep; cautious           (c) dark; frightened    (d) crowded; isolated 

(e) sharp; worried 

 

151. If public sector units......to attain profit, they should get rid of......measures.  

(a) fail; healthy (b) determine; cheap    (c) expect; strong   (d) decide; populist(e) try; modern 

 

152. His.........at work is the result of his......... 

(a) concentration; negligence            (b) indulgence; wastefulness          (c) diligence; sincerity (d) 

negligence; honesty                     (e) thoughtfulness; apathy 

 

153. The bag was so.........that he could.........carry it. 

(a) shabby; not       (b) full; seldom             (c) bulky; never           (d) filled; often(e) heavy; hardly 

 

154. Two of the.........were arrested against whom the police had.........a complaint.  

(a) prisoners; received             (b) criminals; entered           (c) accused; registered  

(d) complainants; entered        (e) accomplices; initiated 

 

155. The demand to ......... the culture of the city was long ......... with the Government.  
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(a) preserve; pending                 (b) demolish; lasting       (c) protect; disposing  

(d) explore; cherished                (e) maintain; laying 

 

156. Though the programme was .........scheduled for seven days, it was later.........to four days.  

(a) finally; decided               (b) originally; curtailed            (c) initially; resolved  

(d) ultimately; made             (e) formerly; declared 

 

157. Many citizens of that country have risked death to......... because conditions there have grown 

very......... 

(a) life; worse   (b) escape; severe    (c) survival; pleasing      (d) save; bad(e) life; different 

 

158. Crocodile can live effortlessly both ......... water and .........land.  

(a) into; the          (b) with; over         (c) without; the    (d) inside; above          (e) in, on 

 

159. Bad movies which have.........the life-style on the youth should be banned.  

(a) adversely; affected                     (b) severely; changed          (c) gracefully; uplifted  

(d) unceremoniously; evolved         (e) dramatically; ignored 

 

160. Candidates  have ......... using  malpractices  in the examination because they know these can be......... 

(a) resorted to; challenged             (b) planned; proved          (c) started; dangerous  

(d) stopped; detected                      (e) given up; fruitful 

 

161. Public announcements of ......... by the Government is considered as ......... of code of conduct during 

the pre-election period.  

(a) freebies; appeasement            (b) favours; violation         (c) policies; honour  

(d) provisions; imposition           (e) manifests; breaches 

 

162. Germany had been a nation ......... in one country of numerous states which had a common language 

and ………… 

(a) assembled; dialect              (b) assimilated; script            (c) embedded; civilisation        

(d) united; traditions                (e) formed; code 

 

163. Though the country has.........free medical service for the poor, it is.........  

(a) stopped; unaffordable                (b) rendered; essential             (c) maintained; admirable       (d) 

favoured; appreciable                (e) instituted; inadequate 

 

164. If criminals are.........to join electoral fray,.........is likely to increase.  

(a) compelled; brotherhood                  (b) encouraged; harmony          (c) allowed; extortion  

(d) deterred; corruption                        (e) invited; voting 

 

165. The recently ......... Olympic Games experienced some unhealthy practices.........to by few athletes.  

(a) concluded; resorted                 (b) finished; preferred            (c) held; exhibited  

(d) over; adhered                          (e) closed; devoured 
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166. The ......... playing of loud music has led the angry residents of this vicinity to file a police complaint 

and move court against the organiser's lack of......... for the people's need for a peaceful neighbourhood. 

(a) peaceful; thought                      (b) abrupt; hope              (c) incessant; consideration      

(d) fashionable; friendliness          (e) intermittent; interpretation 

 

167. The.........of the chronic balance of payments deficit which has ......... the Finance Ministry under 

three Prime Ministers is very real.  

(a) temptation; reviled                 (b) understanding; menaced         (c) impact; underestimated      (d) 

obligation; blessed                 (e) dilemma; plagued 

 

168. Britain for the present, is deeply ......... in economic troubles and the economic future, heavily ......... 

looks uncertain.  

(a) engrossed; responsive                  (b) ingrained; skeptical             (c) saturate; enveloped  

(d) mired; mortgaged                         (e) restrained; participative 

 

169. Our Constitution was based on the belief that the free ......... of ideas, people and cultures is essential 

to the .........of a democratic society.  

(a) selection; concurrence                 (b) interchange; preservation           (c) reversal; upholding (d) 

dissemination; congruence          (e) distinction; design 

 

170. As this country has become more ......... industrial and internationalised, it has like all Western 

democracies, experienced a necessary increase in the ......... of the executive.  

(a) urbanised; role                      (b) objective; wealth             (c) synthesised; efficiency        

(d) civilised; convenience          (e) concretised; vision 

 

171. When interpersonal problems.........but are not dealt with, the organisation's productivity 

inevitably......... 

(a) surface; develops                (b) focus; increases             (c) establish; projects  

(d) develop; exhibits                (e) exist; diminishes 

 

172. Participative management in which everyone has............... into a decision that a leader then makes, is 

a mechanism for .........employees.  

(a) share; protecting              (b) value; thwarting          (c) motivation; involving         

(d) reward; stimulating         (e) input; empowering 

 

173. Lack of.........is basic to good teamwork, but our ability to work with others depends on our.........  

(a) rigidity; compatibility              (b) dogmatism; motivation    (c) professionalism; vulnerability 

(d) positivism; flexibility              (e) consideration; acumen 

 

174. Complete the constant openness is a notion that can be .........to absurdity. Am I.........to stop everyone 

on the street and tell them my reaction to their appearance? 

(a) consigned; communicated            (b) reduced; required             (c) attributed; requested  

(d) projected; destined                       (e) subjected; confined 
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175. When organisations ......... creativity and risk taking, the usual method of maintaining order and......... 

are indeed shaken.  

(a) encourage; decorum                 (b) exhibit; durability             (c) propose; humility  

(d) enhance; supply                       (e) propagate; production 

 

176. When I am an autocrat, I am ......... in the extreme. My direct method is to.........power and control.  

(a) perfectionist; explore             (b) autocratic; engulf            (c) dominating; seek  

(d) possessive; reject                   (e) elaborate; develop 

 

177. The fear ......... with feeling in-competent is the fear of being humilitated, embarrassed and.........  

(a) endowed; criticised                 (b) afflicted; downtrodden            (c) consistent; damaged  

(d) associated; vulnerable            (e) imbued; exposed 

 

178. Gopal was frustrated with Sundar who would not......... himself to a deadline. Sundar claimed he was 

working well without a deadline, but Gopal.........and finally prevailed 

(a) encourage; enforced                (b) inculcate; ordered             (c) cooperate; stipulate  

(d) commit; persisted                   (e) declare; pressurised 

 

179. I am not easily.........by pressure that would interfere with accomplishing the goals of my unit. I stick 

with my......... 

(a) pessimistic; views                    (b) swayed; convictions       (c) discouraged; achievements 

(d) empowered; organisation         (e) demurred; projections 

 

180. Coercion some times leads to the ......... of short-term goals, but its drawbacks.........its advantages.  

(a) realisation; damage               (b) appreciation; percolate     (c) accomplishment; outweigh 

(d) achievement; crumble          (e) destination; magnify 

 

181. Handicrafts constitute an important ......... of the decen tralised sector of India's economy 

and.........employment to over six million artisans.  

(a) factors; aims              (b) extension; plans              (c) segment; provides      (d) supplier; gives 

(e) period; projects 

 

182. Among a number of hobbies that one can ......... the hobby of reading is the most useful and......... 

(a) develops; accumulative           (b) cultivates; enlightened           (c) nourish; cumulative  

(d) absorbs; durable                      (e) considers; appreciative 

 

183. The quality of ......... between individuals and the organisation for which they work can be ......... to 

the benefit of both the parties.  

(a) services; evaluated               (b) interaction; improved          (c) sophistication; developed    

(d) work; appreciated                 (e) life; conceptualised 

 

184. Part of the confusion in our societies.........from our pursuit of efficiency and economic growth, in 

the.........that these are the necessary ingredients of progress. 

(a) stems; conviction              (b) derives; evaluation          (c) emerges; consideration       
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(d) obtains; exploration          (e) extends; planning 

 

185. The problem of housing shortage ......... with the population explosion has also been.........by this 

policy. 

(a) coped; highlighted            (b) dispensed; acknowledged          (c) compounded; addressed    (d) 

threatened; manifested      (e) projected; discussed 

 

186. This book is readable, clear and ......... researched with ......... detailed references.  

(a) fabulously; intricate              (b) meticulously; extensive          (c) leisurely; complete  

(d) hardly; notional                    (e) closely; scattered 

 

187. The interest has ......... innovation related to several sectors of.........pharmaceutical business and 

industry: 

(a) accepted; skeletal                  (b) insured; fateful               (c) affected; plummeting 

(d) restricted; grown                   (e) accelerated; burgeoning 

 

188. The Indian hospitality industry which has been ......... a prolonged slump is now entering a new ......... 

phase ready to enhance profitability.  

(a) witnessing; ambitious                  (b) observing; listless           (c) demonstrating; efficient     (d) 

recovering; debt                           (e) succumbing; leaname 

 

189. The new policy seeks to......... a process of widespread participation of people.........the way for more 

effective implementation.  

(a) amend; opening                     (b) halt; propelling           (c) generate; paving  

(d) diagnose; resulting                (e) identify; dithering 

 

190. Journalism is a ......... for truth, a crusade to ......... injustice and wrong doing.  

(a) product; limit    (b) boon; justify   (c) travesty; attack       (d) quest; expose(e) search; optimise 

 

191. After.........pursuing it for nearly twenty one months, the city police ......... the case of the triple 

murder of a professor and his family.  

(a) relentless; solved                 (b) doggedly; cracked            (c) constantly; handed  

(d) persistently; found               (e) tirelessly; generated 

 

192. It's not just the ......... reggae and dance hall music that sets their party experience apart, the group has 

a Disc Jockey who............ the crowd to dance, interacts with them and also raps to the music.  

(a) regular; extols               (b) groovy; exhorts         (e) morose; compels          (d) upbeat; beats 

(e) remarkable; makes 

 

193. The injured security guard was first ......... to a small private hospital from where he was shifted to a 

bigger civil hospital as his.........deteriorated.  

(a) rushed; condition   (b) hurried; status (c) taken; life  (d) admitted; form(e) hastened; health 
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194. The French Government has said it will conduct a fourth search for the flight recorders of an Air 

France jetliner that......into the Atlantic ocean while flying from Rio de Janeiro to Paris 18 months.......  

(a) crashed; ago  (b) plunged; later    (c) dove; before  (d) fell; prior(e) drowned; back 

 

195. Four officials  of  a  rural  cooperative bank ......... the institution of  Rs.1.56 crore, by ......... of loans 

through fake Self Help Groups (SHGs). 

(a) swindled; availing                  (b) arrested; seeking             (c) cheated; taking 

(d) duped; recommending           (e) shut; borrowing 

 

 

Double fill ups - Answers 

Directions (Q. Nos. 1-195) The following questions have two blanks, each blank indicating that 

something has been omitted. Choose the set of words for each blank that best fits the meaning of the 

sentence as a whole. 

1.Ans: (d) ‘Avoiding', ‘checking' and 'destroying' are not suitable with taxes (the first blank), 'presence' is 

not suitable for the second blank. Hence, ‘evading' and absence' are suitable fillers. 

 

2. Ans: (b) ‘Wished', 'started' and 'determined' are not suitable for the first blank. ‘prove' is not suitable for 

the second blank, Hence, ‘decided' and 'assurance' are suitable fillers. 

 

3. Ans: (c) ‘Ail', 'sick' and 'agonise' are not suitable for the first blanks, the opposition with after the 

second blank agrees only to 'associated' so‘suffer’ and 'associated' are suitable fillers. 

 

4. Ans: (d) ‘What’ makes the sense with the sentence in the first blank.  Hence, 'what' and 'looking' are 

suitable fillers. 

 

5.Ans: (a) ‘Thinking’. 'harrowing' and 'fretting' are not suitable for the first blank, everyday does not make 

sense with matter in the second blank.Hence, 'Sweating' and 'routine' are the suitable fillers. 

 

6. Ans: (c) 'Rode', approached and 'climbed' are not suitable for the first blank. Shooting is not suitable for 

the second blank. Hence, 'arrived' and 'fire' are suitable fillers. 

 

7. Ans: (d) The preposition 'in' after the first blank agrees only to 'succeeded' and 'failed'. But, the 

sentence has the context of a success. So, (d) is suitable filler. 

 

8. Ans: (a) Only 'dearth' and 'shortage' are suitable for the second blank. But 'good' is not proper for the 

first blank. Hence, (a) is the suitable filler. 

 

9. Ans: (b) In the first blank, 'ongoing' is suitable word. Also, 'special' suits 

the second blank. Hence, (b) is appropriate filler. 

 

10. Ans: (b) From the given options, only 'amongst' fits the second blank. Hence, (b) is the appropriate 

choice. 
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11. Ans: (c) Only 'losing' makes sense with the word ability after the first blank 

Hence losing' and 'limiting' are suitable fillers 

 

12.Ans: (c) 'Gone are the days' is a phrase so it cannot be changed.Hence, 'Gone' and 'no' are suitable 

fillers. 

 

13.Ans: (e) 'Opine', 'said' and 'prove' are not suitable for the first blank as researchers always believe or 

suggest, 'removing' cannot be fit with the problem of water resources in dry areas. Only 'preserving' is 

suitable for the second blank.Hence, 'believe' and 'preserving' are suitable fillers 

 

14. Ans: (a) Only 'treatment' and disposal can be fit with the second blank, interested does not go with on, 

hence 'keen' and 'treatment' are suitable fillers. 

 

15. Ans: (d) Only 'given' and 'laid' are suitable for the first blank. Also, 'address' is suitable for the secoad 

blank. The correct choice is (d). 
 

16. Ans: (b) 'Busy' after the first blank agrees to the expression 'kept busy'. 

Hence, 'kept' is suitable for the first blank. 'Prove' is meeting the context in the second blank here. 

 

17. Ans: (a) For the first blank, 'sale' is the obvious choice and for the second blank 'cripples' is correct as 

it gives the sense of making someone/something walk in a way as a lame does. 

 

18. Ans: (a) Use of 'drumset' invites the use of word 'practice' and hence the first blank will be filled with 

'shared'. So, (e) is correct choice. 

19. Ans: (e) 'Indicate' is meeting the sync of the first blank. Also, taken' fills the next blank suitably. 

 

20. Ans: (a) ‘Major' is the suitable word to be used with 'contributors'. Hence, (a) provides the suitable 

choice here. 

 

21. Ans: (b) For the first blank, only 'asked' or enquired is suitable. But 'deity' is not the suitable usage in 

the second blank. So, (b) is suitable usage here. 

 

22.Ans: (d) Only 'difficult' and 'threat' are in the context of the sentence. Hence, (d) is the suitable option. 

 

23. Ans: (b) Only 'perfect’ and 'steady' are the words that are suitable for the first blank. But 'frame' is not 

suitable for second blank. Hence, (b) is suitable option. 

 

24. Ans: (a) 'Reason' is the most appropriate word for the second blank. Hence, (a) is the suitable option. 

 

25. Ans: (b) There is theme of a fact being in the 'acceptance'. Hence, 'accept' is the suitable choice and so 

option (b) is appropriate. 
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26. Ans: (b) As the elephants are transported. So, use of 'alight' is suitable for first blank. Also 'tied' gives 

the correct context in the second blank. 

 

27. Ans: (a) As per the usage of prepositions, usage of 'from' and 'to' is required. 

 

23. Ans: (c) Last part of the sentence conveys the use of 'condemned' and hence (c) is obvious choice 

here. 

 

29. Ans: (b) As one of the drivers is injured and dead then, so use of including' is justified for the second 

blank. Hence, (b) is the correct choice 

 

30. Ans: (a) Courts either ‘direct' or 'command', but for the second blank ‘form' is the only suitable word. 

Hence, (a) is suitable. 

 

31. Ans: (b) Awareness is ‘created' and hence second blank has the obvious usage So, (b) is correct choice 

 

32. Ans: (a) 'Volatile' suits with nature in the second blank. Hence, (a) is the suitable option to be used. 

 

33. Ans: (a) The sentence is clearly suggesting the use of 'overjoyed' and 'belted' also suits the second 

blank. Hence, (a) is suitable usage. 

 

34.Ans: (c) Contrasting ideas are there is the sentence. So, 'contrary' is suitable usage Hence, (c) is 

appropriate. 
 

35.Ans: (b) 'Remove' and 'destroying' are the two possible usages. But, it is not as per the syntax. So, 

‘remove' is the suitable usage. Hence, (b) is suitable option here. 

 

36. Ans: (a) ‘Calm' meets the context with the word ‘serious' in the first blank Hence, (a) is the suitable 

option here. 

 

37. Ans: (d) Recession is an outcome of 'unemployment' and it would lead to 'poverty'. Hence, (d) is 

suitable choice. 

 

38. Ans: (c) ‘Failed' and 'affected' meet the context of the sentence very well here. Hence, (c) is the correct 

option to be used here. 

 

39. Ans: (e) ‘Numerous' means 'many' which suits the first blank. Hence, (e) is suitable. 

 

40. Ans: (d) ‘Quality' meets the context of the second blank   'Charge' is suitable for the first blank. 

Hence, (d) is appropriate 
 

41. Ans: (c) When the situation is expressed normally, but if there is an element of superiority then 

'simply' should be used here. Hence, (c) is suitable here. 
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42. Ans: (a) ‘Vulnerability' gives the sense of the dangerous or threatening exposure and it is the correct 

context here. Hence, (a) is the correct choice. 

 

43. Ans: (d) 'Assured' and 'promised' are the correct words for the first blank. But, 'averse' is not suitable 

for second blank Hence, (d) is suitable. 

 

44. Ans: (b) ‘Helped' and 'accompanied' are the words suitable to the first blank But. 'smiled' is not in the 

context of the second blank Hence, (b) is the suitable option here. 

 

45. Ans: (a) ‘Inform' is meeting the context of the first blank while 'assistance' is giving the true context in 

the second blank. So, (a) is suitable usage. 

 

46. Ans: (d) Gradually 'depleting' green cover is the context to be seen m the sentence. So, (d) is correct 

usage with 'picturesque' and 'depleted'. 

 

47. Ans: (b) 'Packed for' gives the meaning of being occupied. Hence, 'ushered' and packed' are the 

correct words to be used. 

 

48. Ans: (a) As obvious, cricket is a ‘lucrative' sport So, 'allure' and ‘lucrative' are the correct usages here. 

 

49. Ans: (e) Fog ‘reduces' the visibility. In these type of cases railways either 'cancel' or they 'divert' the 

trains. Hence, (e) is suitable. 

 

50. Ans: (e) 'Glittering' is shining and it is suitable to be used with lights. Hence, (e) is the most suitable 

option here. 

 

51. Ans: (a) ‘Not only' is suitable to use in the first blank as it meets the requirement of the correlative 

conjunction. So, (a) is the suitable usage here. 

 

52. Ans: (e) 'Morphed' is suitable to be used with recognition. Also, 'once was' gives the idea of the 

transformation that this city has undergone. So, (e) is suitable usage. 

 

53. Ans: (d) ‘Condition' and ‘atmosphere' are the suitable usage in the second blank. But, for the first 

blank 'benefited' is not the suitable word to use. Hence, (d) is correct option. 

 

54. Ans: (d) The findings of a research 'reveal' something so the second blank will take 'reveal' but the 

first blank will agree with the word 'explore' which means 'to look for' 

 

55. Ans: (b) ‘Though' and 'Although' are the suitable usages in the first blank, but for the second blank 

'created' is not suitable. 

 

56. Ans: (d) For the first blank, 'block' and 'abolish' are the suitable usages. But, ‘vary' does not suit the 

context of the second blank. So, (d) is appropriate 
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57. Ans: (c) 'Criticise' and condemn' are the ones suitable for the first blank. But for the second blank 

'farming' is suitable as sentence talks of crops. 

 

58. Ans: (a) 'Enhanced' and 'improved' are suitable to be used for the second blank. But, we should not 

use 'absent' in the first blank. Hence, (a) is suitable here. 

 

59. Ans: (b) For loan we use term 'disbursement'. Hence, it is suitable for first blank. Hence, (b) is the 

appropriate usage here. 

 

60. Ans: (e) To show a portion of a whole, we use the word 'comprise'. Also, for the second blank we find 

the correct context with 'prepared'. 

 

61. Ans: (a) Recession has negative impacts on economy. So,‘trimming' and 'reducing' are the suitable 

words to be used. But, 'accounts' is not suitable for the second blank. 

 

62. Ans: (c) The only suitable word in the first blank is 'understand’. Hence, (c)gives the right pair of 

words. 
 

63. Ans: (b) 'Stop' and ‘combat' are the suitable words for the second blank. But ‘built' is not suitable for 

the first blank. Thus, (b) is correct option. 

 

64. Ans: (a) ‘Talking' and 'mentioning' are suitable for the second blank But 'introducing' is only suitable 

word for the first blank. Hence, (a) is the right option. 

 

65. Ans: (b) For entry of new candidates, registration’ and 'admission’ may be used but using ‘made' for 

second blank is inappropriate. Hence, (b) is suitable. 

 

66. Ans: (e) ‘Cut back' used after the first blank indicates the use of either 'lesser' or 'fewer'. But, for the 

first blank it is not suitable to use 'against'. 

 

67. Ans: (d) 'Defend' and 'cover' are the suitable words for the second blank. But, 'swing' is the only 

suitable word in the first blank. 

 

68. Ans: (a) To indicate a duration we should use 'through' Hence, (a) is the suitable option. 
 

69. Ans: (d) Phrase 'all walks of life' means from all the profession or from all the fields'. Hence, (d) gives 

the correct context. 

 

70. Ans: (b) For the second blank, 'teams' is suitable to be used as coaches are related to a team. Hence, 

(b) is correct choice here. 

 

71. Ans: (b) For the first blank, 'violated' and 'outraged’ are the suitable usages. But, 'harp' is not suitable 

for the second blank. Hence, (b) is suitable option. 
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72. Ans: (c) For the first blank, organisms' and 'creatures' are suitable words to use but for the second 

blank it is suitable to use ‘unhinged'. Hence (c) is correct. 

 

73. Ans: (a) For the second blank, 'welcomed’ and 'greeted' are the suitable words to use. But, 'celebrating' 

is suitable for the first one. 

 

74. Ans: (e) For the second blank, 'seriously' and 'gravely' are the suitable words to be used. But ‘power' is 

suitable to be used in the first blank. 

 

75. Ans: (c) 'Punished' and 'penalised' are the suitable words to use. But using ‘followed’ in the first blank 

is inappropriate. So, (c) is the appropriate choice. 

 

76. Ans: (b) ‘Barriers' and ‘opened' are suitable to be used in the blanks. Both words are earmarked for 

the sentence. 

 

77. Ans: (c) ‘Bombardment' suits the context for the first blank while 'panic' suits to the second blank 

appropriately. 

 

78. Ans: (a) Using 'contrary' for the first blanks gives the idea of opposing. ‘Faith' and 'action' are also 

opposing ideas. Hence, (a) is the suitable option. 

 

79. Ans: (d) For the first blank efforts' and 'perseverance' are the suitable usages. But, we should not use 

'unwanted' in the second blank. Hence, (d) is appropriate. 

 

80. Ans: (e) For contribution, the suitable words are either 'noteworthy' or ‘generous' but 'improved' does 

not fit the second gap. Hence, (e) is suitable usage here. 

 

81. Ans: (c) Using 'only' gives us the sense that the library was closed when someone went with a view to 

enter it. 

 

82. Ans: (b) ‘Tenuous' means 'being vernacular' or 'being fragile' which is 

proper usage in the sentence. Hence, (b) is correct. 

 

83. Ans: (c) Using 'clever' for the first blank meets the context in the first blank as well as 'abruptly' meets 

the context in the second blank. Hence, (c) is correct. 

 

84. Ans: (b) Misleading is due to 'ambiguous' direction. Hence, it makes sense and therefore (b) is suitable 

choice. 

 

85. Ans: (c) Only 'intolerant’ is the suitable filler. It gives us the sense of being cautious of one's 

possession. 
 

86. Ans: (e) Boat can just 'sink' in water. Therefore, 'sank' is suitable to use here for the first blank. 'Safely' 

is suitable to use for the second blank that includes the use of 'life boats.' 
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87. Ans: (c) The sentence has used the word 'success' so the two words that are suitable for the second 

blank are : 'significant' and 'exceptional'. But, using 'overpowers' is not the correct usage in the first blank. 
 

88. Ans: (b) 'Realised' and 'understood' are the two words that are suitable for the first blank. But, ‘lost' 

doesn't give the context for the second blank. Hence, (b) is correct. 

 

89. Ans: (d) For ‘ladder' we should use climbed' and it is suitable for the first blank. Also, ‘youngest' is 

suitable for the second blank. 

 

90. Ans: (a) With 'job' it is better to use create' and 'rising' suits the second 

blank well. Hence, (a) is suitable option. 

 

91. Ans: (b) ‘Sought' and ‘asked' are suitable for the first blank but 'process' doesn't suit the second blank 

Hence, (b) is correct choice. 

 

92. Ans: (a) For the second blank, 'couple' is the suitable usage which completes the phrasal expression. 

Hence, (a) is the suitable usage. 

 

93. Ans: (e) Only suitable word tor the first blank is 'multiply' and 'die' is suitable to the second blank. 

 

94. Ans: (c) Bell is the sound of an 'invitation' of an activity Hence, it is suitable for the first blank. Also, 

'aware' is suitable to the second blank Hence, (c) is suitable. 

 

95. Ans: (d) ‘Pausing' to listen and natures sound is soothing that makes 

us 'attentive'. Hence, 'Pausing' and 'attentive' are suitable uses 

 

96. Ans: (a) For the second blank, ‘touch' and interest' are suitable usages. But, ‘endeavours' suits the first 

blank. Hence, (a) is correct choice. 

 

97. Ans: (e) 'Intense' and 'unhealthy' are suitable to be used with 'competition'. But, 'leads' is suitable for 

the first blank. Hence, (e) is correct. 

 

98. Ans: (c) A natural phenomena is Aurora. So, it is to be ‘observed'. Hence, (c) is suitable to be used as 

it is particular to polar regions. 

 

99. Ans: (b) Continuity is shown by the use of 'gearing' and exams are ‘scheduled'. Hence, (b) is the 

suitable option to be used in this sentence. 

 

100. Ans: (d) For the second blank 'carried' is the suitable usage as phrase ‘carry out' means 'to process' 

which gives the correct context. Hence, (d) is suitable choice. 

 

101. Ans: (a) From the second blank 'reason for leaving' gives the correct context. So, 'cited' and 'reason' 

are the correct words to be used in the sentence. 
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102. Ans: (b) ‘Revolves' and ‘spin' are closer options to be used for the second blank. But, in the first 

blank we can't use 'challenge'. So, (b) is correct option. 
 

103. Ans: (d) For the second blank we have closer options as ‘conclusion’ and ‘decision’ but for the first 

blank 'react' is not suitable word 

 

104. Ans: (e) ‘Punishment' is better used with 'escape'. So, option (e) is correct usage here which has the 

words 'escape' and 'innocent'. 

 

105. Ans: (c) Being a doctor is a 'challenge' always. So, it suits the second blank. Also, 'match' suits the 

first blank. Hence, (c) is correct 

 

106. Ans: (c) If the learner has something unique then it must be 'appreciated.' Hence, option (c) has 

correct pair of words to be used. 

 

107. Ans: (a) ‘Benefits' to all the countries should be divided ‘equally Hence. (a) gives the correct pair of 

words that are suitable. 

 

108. Ans: (a) For the second blank, 'pregnant' is suitable that has the meaning displays features of 

importance'. Also, for the first blank, 'profound' has the exact meaning so, (a) is appropriate choice. 

 

109. Ans: (c) Using 'accomplished' with 'musician' is furnishing the proper sense. Also, with the title 

'honoured' is suitable usage here. 

 

110. Ans: (b) As obvious, ‘commitment' is the key to a relationship. Hence, ‘foundation' is the suitable 

word. Also, ‘genuinely' fits the context of the second blank. 

 

111. Ans: (c) Using ‘pitfalls' for the first blank is suitable as it means 'drawbacks' Also, planning is to be 

‘systematic'. Hence, (c) is correct. 

 

112. Ans: (a) 'Priorities' reflects the idea of 'urgency'. Also, 'need' fits the first blank and gives the proper 

context. Hence, (a) is correct. 

 

113. Ans: (b) Studying the sentence carefully, we got to know that 'small errors' turns out into 'blunder'. 

Hence, (b) gives the correct pair of words to be used. 

 

114. Ans: (e) For the second blank , ‘persuasive' and 'aggressive' are the suitable usages. But, for the first 

blank "Pushy" doesn't fit better. So, (e) is suitable pair of words. 

 

115. Ans: (d) 'Bear' suits the first blank as it makes a phrase complete which is desired in the sentence. 

Moreover, 'borne' fits the second gap equally well 
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116. Ans: (c) 'Fails' is the only choice that meets the first blank's context. 'Reoperate' is suitable for second 

blank. 

 

117. Ans: (a) For the first blank, almost all the given options are closely related but for the second blank 

'escapes' gives the correct context. Hence, (a) is the correct choice. 

 

118. Ans: (e) For the second blank, 'respect' is the correct usage So. 'studious' is acceptable for the first 

blank. 
 

119. Ans: (e) Sentence has a word 'Ahimsa'. Also, it starts with ‘should not be tolerated' as obvious giving 

way to attributes which is opposing to Ahimsa' Hence, 'hatred' and 'violence' are suitable. 

 

120. Ans: (d) With 'acts' the suitable usage is 'committed' This gives us the words from (d) to use as per 

the suitable context. 

 

121.Ans: (e) The sentence is using the terms ‘adverse impacts'. It calls for the usage of ‘lack’. Hence, (e) 

is the option that has the pair of words suitable to be used. 

 

122. Ans: (d) Allocation of fund has a special name 'disbursement'. Hence, (d) gives the suitable pair of 

words to fill the gaps. 

 

123. Ans: (a) For the second blank, the suitable words are ‘regime’ and 'structure' but for the first blank 

'existing' is not suitable. 

 

124. Ans: (b) Option (b) and (e) have the closely related options. But, 'issued' fits the context of the first 

blank. Hence, (b) is suitable. 

 

125. Ans: (d) ‘Things' are defined 'under' the act. So, ‘under' is the obvious choice for the second blank. 

Hence, (d) becomes the appropriate option. 

 

126. Ans: (d) With the use of 'fraud’ we can throw extreme negativity. Also, ‘turmoil' gives the correct 

context of the upheaval in the financial market. Hence, (d) is suitable. 

 

127. Ans: (b) Using our social constraints we definitely say the use of 'permissiveness' for the first blank 

and ‘restrictive' for the second blank is suitable. 

 

128. Ans: (a) For the second blank, ‘alienate' and 'impress' are the suitable words to be used. But, for the 

first blank, 'truculent' is most suitable to be used 

 

129. Ans: (d) Agreement has been a forced outcome in the sentence. The context refers towards 'doubts' 

which is a part of the option (d). Hence, (d) is suitable choice. 

 

130. Ans: (c) For the first blank, ‘attacked' and 'assaulted' are the suitable words. But, for the second 

blank, 'vacuous' is not the correct option. Hence, (c) is suitable choice. 
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131. Ans: (d) For the first blank, 'think', 'wonder' and 'ponder' are the closely related options. But, for the 

second blank, 'criticising' and ‘Venturing' are not suitable usages. Hence, (d) is the appropriate option. 

 

132. Ans: (b) Natural resources like coal getting 'depleted' day by day Also, ‘exhausted' gives the sense of 

'getting finished up'. So, (b) is suitable usage here is this. 
 

133. Ans: (a) For the first blank, the suitable words are 'resilient' and 'obdurate'. But, for the second blank, 

'rational' suits better. Hence, (a) is appropriate answer. 

 

134. Ans: (e) For the first blank, 'managing' and 'reaching' are the suitable words to be used. But, the 

second blank would agree to ‘continuously' as management is a process ever-striving. 
 

135. Ans: (c) ‘Gravitate' is the only word suitable to be used in the second blank. 

Hence the first blank fits with 'tend'. 

 

136. Ans: (d) 'Confronted' is the most suitable word to be used with 'problems'. Also, 'riddle' gives the 

actual context in the second blank. Hence, (d) is appropriate. 

 

137. Ans: (c) ‘Nourished' and 'nurtured' meet the context for the first blank. But, 'nourished' should be 

used for the sake of nutrition. Hence, 'nurtured' is the correct word to be used. Hence, (c) is appropriate. 

 

138. Ans: (a) For the first blank, 'achieving' and 'obtaining' are the suitable words to use. But, 'exert' is 

most appropriate to second blank. 

 

139. Ans: (a) 'Critically' and 'positively' are the suitable words to be used in the first blank. But, 'lend' 

doesn't fit second gap. Hence, (a) is suitable choice. 
 

140. Ans: (e) For the second blank, the suitable usages are 'arises' and 'talks' but 'situation' is not suitable 

in the first blank. So, (e) is correct choice. 

 

141. Ans: (c) 'Faulty' and 'wrong' are the suitable words for the first blank. But, using 'desirable' in the 

second blank is not meeting the context. Hence, (c) is suitable. 

 

142. Ans: (b) ‘Judging' and 'prone' are the most suitable words to be used in this blank and to complete 

the context well. 

 

143. Ans: (c) ‘Devoted' is the verb that agrees to the reflexive pronoun 'himself’ in this blank. Also, 

'without’ meets the context of the second blank. 

 

144. Ans: (d) ‘Signs of industry' reveals 'prosperity' of the people Hence, (d) is appropriate here. 

 

145. Ans: (e) 'Charge’ is suitable in the first blank while 'released' in the second blank so, (e) is correct 

choice. 
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146. Ans: (b) Known 'and 'aware' are the suitable words in the first blank. But, 'aware' is 'something 

known of importance and value'. Hence, 'known' suits better the context so, (b) is correct. 

 

147. Ans: (b) Use of 'Although' asserts the use of contrasting words. The suitable pair of these contrast is 

'grief-enjoy' Hence, (b) is correct 

 

148. Ans: (c) For the first blank, 'cheerful', 'balanced' and 'thoughtful' are suitable words. But, for the 

second blank, it is not suitable to use either ‘grief’ or 'anxiety'. Hence, (c) is suitable 

 

149. Ans: (d) ‘Loud' and 'soft' are the suitable words in the first blank. But, 'appeal' is the most suitable 

usage in second blank. Hence, (d) is correct. 

 

150. Ans: (c) Usually a 'tunnel' is dark. Hence, this is suitable usage in the first blank. Also, 'frightened' is 

suitable usage in the second blank. So, (c) is correct. 

 

151. Ans: (a) ‘Fail' and 'expect' are the suitable usages for the first blank. But, using 'strong' in the second 

blank doesn't meet the context. So, (a) is appropriate choice 

 

152. Ans: (c) 'Work' is best matched in context with 'diligence'. Also, 'sincerity' 

is suitable usage here. Hence, (c) is appropriate to be used here. 

 

153. Ans: (e) ‘Full' and 'heavy' are the words that are suitable to use in the first blank. But, 'seldom' doesn't 

meet the context in the second blank. Hence, (e) is suitable usage. 

 

154. Ans: (c) Option (c) is the obvious choice with the words, 'accused' and 'registered' which are giving 

the context suitably. 

 

155. Ans: (a) The culture is either 'preserved' or 'protected'. But, 'disposing does not give the correct 

context in the second blank. Hence, (a) is appropriate usage. 

 

156. Ans: (b) As per the context of the sentence, we can say that there has been a reduction in the number 

of days from seven to four Hence, ‘curtailed' suits the second blank. So, (b) is the correct choice. 

 

157. Ans: (b) Suitable words for the second blank are 'worse', ‘servere' and ‘bad' but for the first blank, 

the suitable use is ‘escape’ Hence, (b) is suitable here. 

 

158. Ans: (e) Obvious choice is 'in' and 'on' here. 

 

159. Ans: (a) ‘Adversely and affected' meets the context of the sentence very 

well here. Hence, (a) is suitable option. 

 

160. Ans: (d) ‘Stopped' and 'given up' are the suitable words to be used. But, 

using 'fruitful' in the second blank can't be justified So, (d) is correct choice. 
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161. Ans: (b) ‘Breaches' and violation' are the suitable words to be used in the second blank But ‘favours’ 

to the suitable usage In the first blank. Hence, (b) is suitable option. 

 

162. Ans: (d) 'United' is the only suitable usage for the first blank. Also ‘traditions' suits the second blank. 

So, (d) is the suitable choice. 

 

163. Ans: (e) 'Rendered' and 'instituted' are the suitable words for the first blank. But. for the second 

blank, inadequated’ is suitable usage. So, (e) is the appropriate choice. 

 

164. Ans: (c) For 'criminals' being a part of this sentence, ‘extortion' suits the context. Hence, (c) gives the 

correct syntax. 

 

165. Ans: (a) 'Concluded' and 'finished' are the two suitable words for the first blank. But, ‘resorted' is 

followed by ‘to' gives the correct context So, (a) is appropriate. 

 

166. Ans: (c) The sentence reflects the idea of the ill situation created by the loud music and hence 

'incessant' which means 'on a continuous basis' gives the true context Also 'consideration' suits the second 

blank well. So, (c) is appropriate usage. 

 

167. Ans: (e) Using 'dilemma' in the first blank and ‘plagued' in the second blank is correct usage. Hence, 

(e) is appropriate usage here. 
 

168. Ans: (b) Use of 'ingrained' gives the sense of deep troubles which is obvious here. Also, ‘skeptical' is 

suitable usage in the second blank. So, (b) is correct. 

 

169. Ans: (b) 'Interchange' gives the right context of the sentence as the specified things are a mix 

altogether. Also, 'preservation' is suitable for the second blank. 

 

170. Ans: (a) 'Urbanised' and 'civilised' are the two suitable words here. But, 'Urbanised' gives the right 

context in the sentence. Hence, (a) is correct usage. 

 

171. Ans: (e) For the first blank, 'develop' and 'exist' are the two words suitable to be used. But, ‘exhibits' 

doesn't fit the second blank as it is not negative in meaning. Hence, (e) is appropriate. 
 

172. Ans: (c) 'Participation' itself gives the idea of being 'involved' into an act. Hence, 'involving' fits the 

second blank. Also, when employees are a part of management then it truly 'motivates' others. Hence, (c) 

is correct. 

 

173. Ans: (a) ‘Rigidity' and 'dogmatism' are the suitable words to be used in the first blank as these are 

negative words which is required there. But, 'compatibility' is the suitable usage in the second blank which 

gives the sense of being acceptable. 
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174. Ans: (b) reduced fits with first blank. Hence, (b) is the correct choice 

 

175. Ans: (d) ‘Encourage' and 'enhance' are the two suitable words for the first blank which means 'to gear 

up'. But 'decorum' is not the suitable word for second blank. So, (d) is the correct choice. 

 

176. Ans: (c) The word 'dominating' goes well with the first blank. Hence, (c) is the correct choice. 

 

177. Ans: (c) For the first blank, 'consistent" and 'associated' are the suitable words to be used. But, for the 

second blank, 'damaged' is the appropriate word with the context. 

 

178. Ans: (d) For the first blank, the suitable words are 'cooperate' and 'commit’ but 'persisted' gives the 

correct context for the second blank with 'prevailed'. 

 

179. Ans: (b) 'Swayed' fits first blank. So, (b) is the correct option. 

 

180. Ans: (d) For the first blank, two suitable words are there, 'accomplishment' and 'achievement' are 

suitable usages.But, using 'outweigh' for the second blank is not appropriate. Hence, (d) is suitable option. 

 

181. Ans: (c) When a part of a whole is talked about then we should use ‘segment'. Also, 'provides' gives 

the correct context of the sentence Hence, (c) is appropriate. 

 

182. Ans: (c) For the second blank, suitable words are 'cumulative' and ‘appreciative.' But, for the first 

blank, 'considers' is never appropriate. Hence, (c) is suitable choice. 

 

183. Ans: (b) Two individuals are mentioned in the sentence. So, 'interaction' should fill the first gap 

appropriately. Also, 'improved' is suitable for the second blank. So, (b) is correct choice. 

 

184. Ans: (c) It is suitable to use ‘emerges' with the word ‘confusion'. Also, 'consideration' is suitable 

usage in the second blank that gives the meaning of being in the process of thinking. Hence, (c) is correct. 
 

185.  Ans: (c) When we are to show a mix of two things then we should use ‘compounded'.  Hence, first 

blank suits with this usage. Also, ‘addressed' fits the second blank suitably. Hence, (c) is correct choice. 

 

186. Ans: (b) In the first blank, of course, there is a need of use of an adverb. Hence, 'meticulously' is the 

appropriate adverb to be used here in the blank which is qualifying the verb ‘researched’. Also, 'extensive' 

is suitable in the second blank, so, (b) is correct. 

 

187. Ans: (e) With 'innovation' we should use either 'accelerated' or ‘accepted'. But, using 'skeletal' for the 

second blank is not contextually correct. Hence, 'burgeoning' is the correct usage here. 

 

188. Ans: (a) Use of 'has been' indicates that situation is of recent past and likely to go on. So, 

‘witnessing' is the suitable word to use in the first blank. Also, ‘ambitious' gives the correct context in the 

second blank. 
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189. Ans: (c) For the second blank, the use of 'the way' clearly suggests the use of either 'paving' or 

'propelling'. But, 'halt' is contrasting to be used in the first blank. Hence, (c) is suitable usage. 

 

190. Ans: (d) Preposition ‘for’ follows either after 'quest' or after 'search'. But 'optimise' is not the correct 

usage for the second blank where 'injustice' is used. Hence, (d) is the correct option here. 

 

191. Ans: (b) ‘Doggedly' is the most suitable word for first blank. Hence, (b) is the correct choice. 

 

192. Ans: (b) For the second blank, use of 'exhorts' is correct which gives the sense of ‘forcing' in the 

form of strong persuasion and this holds the context true. Also, 'groovy' fits the first blank. 

 

193. Ans: (a) Obviously, only ‘condition' fits the context of the second blank well. For the first blank, 

‘rushed' is the correct word to be used. Hence, (a) is correct choice. 

 

194. Ans: (a) With planes it is suitable to use word ‘crash' which is contextually correct to be used here. 

Also, when time is specified then we should use 'ago'. Hence, (a) is correct. 

 

195. Ans: (a) For the second blank, the selection is obvious. 'Availing' is the suitable word which is 

followed by 'of’. Also, the first blank is agreed to 'swindled' which means 'to forge'. Hence, (a) is the 

correct usage. 
 

 

 

 

 


